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MattBrady

04-12-2006 07:01 PM

MARVEL's HEROES FOR HIRE TEAM(S) NAMED
Marvel Comics has confirmed for Newsarama details regarding the new Heroes For
Hire ongoing series debuting this summer out of the pages of Civil War (the first
three issues are officially Civil War tine-in issues).
As expected, the Daughters of the Dragon team of Jimmy Palmiotti and Justin
Gray have been named as the series’ writing team, and artist/Shi creator Billy Tucci
(doing his first work for Marvel) has been named penciler, with Tom Palmer on inks.
Tucci will also be collaborating with artist Mark Sparacio on painted covers.
Series editor Mark Paniccia was tight-lipped for now in regards to details as to
exactly how this series will spin-out of the summer event, though he did tell
Newsarama, “This book will give us a street level look at the world of Civil War, a
place where you’re just as likely to get stabbed in the heart when getting stabbed in
the back. There will be lots of action but it’s poignant as well. It’s dark and gritty but
will have an edgy sense of humor that you’re not going to get anywhere else.”
Oh yeah ….he also revealed the series line-up for the first time, as seen on this
sephia toned promo version of the cover to issue #1. Click on the image to see a
larger version...

For those needing some help, from left to right you have Humbug, Misty Knight, yes
the Black Cat (inexplicably left off the list when this story was first published), the
new Tarantula, Colleen Wing, and Shang Chi – Master of Kung Fu.
Not featured on the cover by part of the full team are Paladin, Sable, and Orka.
Asked why the creators chose this line-up and not the familiar Luke Cage and Iron
First, Paniccia said, “The circumstances of the current climate in the Marvel Universe
allow for this group to be formed. On that same token, they don’t allow for Luke and
Iron Fist to take part."
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Look for much more on the new series when we talk to Palmiotti and Gray about
Heroes for Hire here at Newsarama soon…

SanityOrMadness

04-12-2006 07:13 PM

1) You list five characters for the six-character promo (the "missing" one looks like
Black Cat to me)
2) Link on the front page goes to the NW story.

Eagle Al

04-12-2006 07:13 PM

Interesting, certainly nothing like I expected.
I'm willing to give the first couple of issues a try.
Isnt' that Black Cat uncredited in the middle though ?
Who's Humbug - he looks a bit like Gravity.

TCJohnson

04-12-2006 07:13 PM

Matt,
You are missing one. You have six people in the picture but you list five.
Isn't that the Black Cat between Colleen and Tarantula?

Dr Stranger

04-12-2006 07:14 PM

Re: MARVEL's HEROES FOR HIRE TEAM(S) NAMED
Quote:

Originally posted by MattBrady
For those needing some help, from left to right you have Humbug, Misty
Knight, the new Tarantula, Colleen Wing, and Shang Chi – Master of Kung
Fu…

Is it just me, or is that the Black Cat standing between Mistty Knight and Tarantula?
{edited} LOL
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J.L.

04-12-2006 07:15 PM

Can't wait. Looks awesome.
J.

Kryptons_Sun

04-12-2006 07:15 PM

Yadda Yadda Black Cat.
... just trying to fit in.

Mark Cardwell

04-12-2006 07:16 PM

This story has just gotten a lot less interesting than when people were speculating on
it.

TCJohnson

04-12-2006 07:17 PM

I love Palmiotti and Gray's period pieces like Monolith and Hex. Actually, I have loved
everything they have done except Daughters of the Dragon which this is based off
of....hmmmmm
I will give this one or two issues.

kalorama

04-12-2006 07:17 PM

Who the hell is Humbug?
Interesting lineup, but you know what would be really cool? If the Black Cat was
added to the team.
(Is "Sable" the same as "Silver Sable.")

eh_ver

04-12-2006 07:18 PM

Hey Matt. You missed one........
Now that about 10 people have told him that, can we all agree that that is most
definitely The Slug? No doubt.

exar khun

04-12-2006 07:19 PM
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dang-nabbit!!
how come a D-character like Humbug (what's his powers anyway?) gets to hang out
with four uber-babes?!!!:mad:

buhe

04-12-2006 07:20 PM

Humbug is a geeky Spider-Man villian who created devices, like sonics, that
mimicked certain abilities based on certain bugs.
I'm guessing he builds the weapons, since he does have a talent for that.

AllAboutMe

04-12-2006 07:21 PM

Lord, Billy Tucci is awful......

hiphophead

04-12-2006 07:23 PM

The Powers of Humbug
Quote:

Originally posted by exar khun
dang-nabbit!!
how come a D-character like Humbug (what's his powers anyway?)

Humbug has all of the powers of Ebeneezer Scrooge, which means he is rich and
cheap.
:D

cyberv

04-12-2006 07:23 PM

Does anyone else notice that this image may very well spoil the ending to Civil War?
CAPTAIN AMERICA IS A WANTED MAN.

Jed Saxon

04-12-2006 07:23 PM

Paladin?! YES! Cool line-up anyway (thank god it's not Luke Cage and Iron Fist).
Quote:

Originally posted by Matt Brady

(doing his first work for Marvel)
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*cough* *cough*
http://comiccover.de/scans/craczyfre...evil_&_shi.jpg

(yeah he did only ink and draw the cover but still...)
http://comiccover.de/scans/craczyfre..._daredevil.jpg
But here he did the script and the cover...

csGuy

04-12-2006 07:23 PM

..black cat...
also, this is an amazing creative team, gonna be a good book

kalorama

04-12-2006 07:26 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by Jed Saxon
Paladin?! YES! Cool line-up anyway (thank god it's not Luke Cage and Iron
Fist).
*cough* *cough*
http://comiccover.de/scans/craczyfre...evil_&_shi.jpg
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(yeah he did only ink and draw the cover but still...)
http://comiccover.de/scans/craczyfre..._daredevil.jpg
But here he did the script and the cover...

Can you blame him (or Marvel) for wanting to forget that? (Man that DD/Shi cover
is... something).

Doom the 3rd

04-12-2006 07:27 PM

Hmm, I'm considering getting this. I'm not much of a Heroes for Hire fan, but this
looks interesting (as well as the creative team).

kalorama

04-12-2006 07:28 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by cyberv
Does anyone else notice that this image may very well spoil the ending to
Civil War?
CAPTAIN AMERICA IS A WANTED MAN.

That's not the ending. Marvel released previews of a New Avengers tie-in issue by
Chaykin that show's Steve Rogers mixing it up with what appear to be SHIELD
agents. If he's opposed to the Registration Act (as it appears he will be) he's on the
wrong side of the law.

Jed Saxon

04-12-2006 07:30 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by kalorama
Can you blame him (or Marvel) for wanting to forget that? (Man that
DD/Shi cover is... something.

Actually... no. :D
The comics itself were horrible, too. Couldn't finish them. :/
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Amoebas

04-12-2006 07:32 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by cyberv
Does anyone else notice that this image may very well spoil the ending to
Civil War?
CAPTAIN AMERICA IS A WANTED MAN.
Marvel has spilt so many beans on Civil War - it seems like they don't need to print
it.
As for this team... yawn. Paladin's the only decent chactaer (other than Orca - if it's
even the same Orca as the Namor/Avengers foe).

astronato

04-12-2006 07:34 PM

I was interested when I thought Luke Cage and Iron Fist were going to be in it. Oh
well.

Bakema NL

04-12-2006 07:35 PM

Tucci doing this Heroes for hire.
Always liked his work and this sounds a bit off looking at the team members...........I
like it !!!
Daughters of the dragon is a damn fun book. Shang Chi is always cool. New
Tarantula is better looking than the old one, lol. Black cat is a surprise too and
Humbug..........well...Humbug.
Palmiotti and Gray are a damn good team who entertain me every time, Tucci I
really like like I said and Sparacio doing covers is some more icing on the cake. I
thought this was going to be another try at the Iron fist/Cage team with maybe
some twist to it..............I like this better, make it good.
I'm in. :)

Jon Malin

04-12-2006 07:36 PM

Best of luck on the title. I really dig the style on the chicks. The guys are ok.
-Jon

BatWolverine

04-12-2006 07:36 PM

The 'Chest' size reduces dramatically from left to right....ignoring the the men of
course.
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But Humbug? Who is that?
BW

AntManArmy

04-12-2006 07:40 PM

that's a pretty cool line up. i like seeing b-list characters get a bit of spot light
psssst marvel: Hercules and Namor in a buddy comedy team up book. make it so.

kalorama

04-12-2006 07:40 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by BatWolverine
The 'Chest' size reduces dramatically from left to right....ignoring the the
men of course.

I like the fact that he actually made an attempt not to give them all the same
stereotypical comic-book chick bods (although I'm still wondering when/why Misty
went in for the enchancement surgery).

berkovw

04-12-2006 07:40 PM

Sable who?
Quote:

Originally posted by Amoebas
Marvel has spilt so many beans on Civil War - it seems like they don't need
to print it.
As for this team... yawn. Paladin's the only decent chactaer (other than
Orca - if it's even the same Orca as the Namor/Avengers foe).

It has to be the same Orca because he's shown up in Daughters of the Dragon, as
has Humbug.
I don't know if anyone has answered this, but Humbug is a guy who was an
entymologist who went crazy and became a villain. He first showed up during
McFarlane's run on Amazing Spider-Man. Something like 307 or around there.
Speaking of who's who, who is the Sable that's going to be on the team? Is it Silver
Sable?
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Varrus

04-12-2006 07:40 PM

Black Cat! Shang Chi! :D
As for the rest... meh... I've never even heard of most of them...
I'll still give this a shot though once it comes out. I'll give it a chance through the
Civil War tie-in issues and the first story arc beyond that. At that point, I'll decide
whether to stick with it.

Crusader

04-12-2006 07:40 PM

Humbug is currently appearing in the Daughters of the Dragon mini. He's a villian.
And he controls bugs.
I really wish Luke and Danny were in this book, but the DotD girls, Felicia, ShangChi, and Paladin (PALADIN, baby! Woohoo!) make me want to check it out.
And Tucci as the artist has me intrigued as well.

metrognome

04-12-2006 07:41 PM

Boobalicious!
Sounds like an interesting concept.
I like how this Civil War of theirs is the seed of a whole lot of future storylines. It
makes sense, fits within the tone of the MU in general, and adds necessary conflict the heroes vs. villains thing is so Cold War / overplayed...

jedifish

04-12-2006 07:42 PM

This looks pretty cool. I'm loving the Daughters of the Dragon mini-series right now.

metrognome

04-12-2006 07:42 PM

As for Humbug's powers, he controls bugs.
He's a classic example of a guy who really needs a team to do much of anything...

QbSon

04-12-2006 07:43 PM

I dig the series right now. I hoped they'd leave the art team from DoD though.
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One thing keeps bothering me. Didn't Humbag like... die in an issue of Deadpool?
Looking at the cover, I thought it was either Gravity or Speedball. :confused:

Howard

04-12-2006 07:48 PM

I hope this means more Battlebooks in the future.

Stalzer2002

04-12-2006 07:52 PM

I love team books that have a cast of random yet somehow still logical characters.
This could be winner.

Presterjohn

04-12-2006 07:52 PM

If Paladin is in it then you can count on me to buy it. That guys has deserved a
proper place in the Marvel Universe for years.

Victor Creed

04-12-2006 07:53 PM

The artist is good but I like Khari's art better on Daughters of The Dragon. The girls
were just hotter and more sexual. It was better cheesecake. It'll probly be good but
the artist was my only interest so I guess I'm not getting this.

samnoir

04-12-2006 07:53 PM

Kevin Smith was supposed to launch a Black Cat ongoing series after the
Spiderman/Black Cat miniseries. I would guess given the delay in the original
miniseries, that is no longer the plan for the character.
___________________________________
FRANK CHO RARE BOOK and MAGAZINE for sale on EBAY! SHANNA UNCENSORED ARTWORK! SIGNED
LTD ED.
CULT MONSTER and HORROR MAGAZINES, MEMORABILIA and more for sale on EBAY! FAMOUS
MONSTERS OF FILMLAND. UNIVERSAL and HAMMER CREATURES. EVIL DEAD, BLADE, KING KONG.
HARDCOVER BRUCE CAMPBELL BOOK, SIGNED!

Inferno

04-12-2006 07:53 PM

This is so freaking cool...I can't wait. It is better than I had hoped.
I also wonder, is this "Sable", Silver Sable. If so, EVEN BETTER!
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The Marvel

04-12-2006 07:55 PM

Smashing.
This looks just strange enough to be fantastic, and Palmiotti and Gray are turning
out to be the Team Supreme lately. And Billy Tucci does some great work, though I
can't imagine he'll be on the book for more than a few issues (but I hope I'm wrong).
However, with this lineup, it might be more aptly named Hooters For Hire.

mpg

04-12-2006 07:57 PM

not a very interesting lineup....

bartleby

04-12-2006 08:00 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by BatWolverine
The 'Chest' size reduces dramatically from left to right....ignoring the the
men of course.

Actually, Humbug is hiding an enormous set of boobs behind that "wanted" poster.

Inferiority

04-12-2006 08:01 PM

Hmm, I'm actually a lot more interested in this book now than I was before. I'll
probably check out the first issue and see if it's worth sticking around. No idea who
the artist is, but Palmiotti and Grey make a nice combo. The line-up also seems
pretty great to me, I like that it's got a nice amount of ladies instead of being all men
with a girl or two. It's also a really nice combination of the Marvel U's mercenaries
and martial artists. I wish the Sons of the Tiger were around, but I guess that
wouldn't work with the new female White Tiger and all.
Here's my opinion on the lineup:
Humbug - No real idea who he is.
Daughters of the Dragon - I always hated these two, but from what I read of the
recent mini, they're a lot better than they were in the past.
Black Cat - Awesome, I love the Black Cat, one of my favorite female comic book
characters. Not sure how I'll feel about her without Spidey around, but she's
definately a big attractor.
Tarantula - Well, this is a new character, but I'm digging her character design.
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Shang-Chi - Awesome, I'm a huge Shang-Chi fan; vastly perfer him to Iron Fist.
Good to see the Master of Kung-Fu back in a monthly book.
Paladin - Nice. I liked seeing him appear recently in Daredevil and it'll be cool to see
this character more regularly.
Sable - Assuming this is Silver Sable, very cool. I like seeing a lot of the mercenary
characters in here and a lot of the kickass ladies that haven't really had the spotlight
on them for very long.
Orka - Seems like an odd choice, don't really know anything about him.

Sin Eater

04-12-2006 08:02 PM

Wow, Tom Palmer's inking Tucci? I never saw that combo in a million years, but I
must say it makes me extremely happy. I looooooove Tom Palmer's inks.

BillRitter

04-12-2006 08:02 PM

Re: MARVEL's HEROES FOR HIRE TEAM(S) NAMED
Quote:

Originally posted by MattBrady
Not featured on the cover by part of the full team are Paladin, Sable, and Orka.

What is this sentence attempting to communicate? It's kind of a mess.

The Champion

04-12-2006 08:07 PM

Re: Re: MARVEL's HEROES FOR HIRE TEAM(S) NAMED
Quote:

Originally posted by BillRitter
What is this sentence attempting to communicate? It's kind of a mess.

I would assume it means...
Quote:

Not featured on the cover, but part of the full team are Paladin, Sable, and Orka.
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neodragzero

04-12-2006 08:12 PM

No in Iron Fist in sight nor Luke Cage. But I guess it should be worth checking out
when it comes the writers and the art shouldn't be too bad either.

BoCelts034

04-12-2006 08:16 PM

Oh well not interested.

Mrsupertight

04-12-2006 08:18 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by kalorama
That's not the ending. Marvel released previews of a New Avengers tie-in
issue by Chaykin that show's Steve Rogers mixing it up with what appear
to be SHIELD agents. If he's opposed to the Registration Act (as it appears
he will be) he's on the wrong side of the law.

I read somewhere that Cap was going to head up Mark Millar's new team book
coming out of Civil War.

motteditor

04-12-2006 08:18 PM

Interesting group of characters. I'll give issue one a look, at least.

beetle1million

04-12-2006 08:21 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by Amoebas
Marvel has spilt so many beans on Civil War - it seems like they don't need
to print it.
As for this team... yawn. Paladin's the only decent chactaer (other than
Orca - if it's even the same Orca as the Namor/Avengers foe).

Correction: Paladin's the only character YOU like. It doesn't make him the 'only
decent character'. Given that he's as much or more of a prop third tier sort of guy as
anyone else on the team, with no more depth or detail or development than any of
the other team members... He's a purple-wearing womanizer and mercenary. I don't
know how that makes him intrinsically better than Colleen Wing, Misty Knight, Black
Cat, Shang-Chi, or even Humbug.
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Velvet Glove

04-12-2006 08:24 PM

Give me Cage and Fist or give me nada. Black Cat was only interesting in a handful
of stories back in the 1980s, IMHO...

Lord Ice

04-12-2006 08:31 PM

With Tucci doing art, I'm on this like a drunken Greek sailor on a cheap hooker. :)

Mick

04-12-2006 08:31 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by Mark Cardwell
This story has just gotten a lot less interesting than when people were
speculating on it.

Agreed, though I'm glad to see Shang Chi back in action.

JacktheKnife

04-12-2006 08:33 PM

Wow.
It's funny how my intense interest in this series just flatlined.
Yesterday I was thinking about how cool it'll be to have the Heroes for Hire
back...and now I just couldn't care less.
Suprisingly it's not just the lack of Danny and Luke that does it in for me. I mean,
yea that hurts it. But I still like the Heroes for Hire concept. I might still be
interested. Heck the only time I ever liked the Black Knight was when he was a part
of the team.
But what the heck is this.
Alright Misty Knight and Colleen Wing. Okay, if we can't get the boys...I guess the
girls will have to do. And Shang-Chi is mighty cool to.
But Black Cat, Humbug, and Tarantula? What? First of all the Black Cat was cool for
about a year somewhere back in the 80's. Humbug? Why the hell do I want to see
more of Humbug? I haven't really liked him at all in the Daughters of the Dragon
mini. And the new Tarantula? First of all if my memory serves, the Tarantula was a
villain. Fought Spider-Man. And why is there a new Tarantula? We need a Tarantula
with boobies?
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Whatever. I will most definitely not be checking this out. The best I think I can
muster is to check out Previews every now and then and see if Iron Fist and Power
Man, you know the real Heroes for Hire, ever show up.

Dino Pollard

04-12-2006 08:37 PM

Heroes For Hire without Luke Cage and Iron Fist is like the Fantastic Four without
Reed, Ben, Sue and Johnny.

pop monkey

04-12-2006 08:38 PM

Aw, God, not Bill Tucci! He might be able to give the illusion of slick know-how in his
pin ups, but his art is very flawed! Why not keep the guy who's currently handling
the DAUGHTERS OF THE DRAGON mini? I'd by anything by him!

JORZAC

04-12-2006 08:42 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by beetle1million
Correction: Paladin's the only character YOU like. It doesn't make him the
'only decent character'. Given that he's as much or more of a prop third
tier sort of guy as anyone else on the team, with no more depth or detail
or development than any of the other team members... He's a purplewearing womanizer and mercenary. I don't know how that makes him
intrinsically better than Colleen Wing, Misty Knight, Black Cat, Shang-Chi,
or even Humbug.

I agree. At least Shang Chi had a coupla series(even a recent one w/ Gulacy), but
Paladin shouldn't even be in there. There was nothing even remotely interesting
about his character, not to mention the "masculine dress theme" he has.:rolleyes:
Plus, the D.O.T.D. are showing they got some moxy in their own book, and Black Cat
has always been a favorite.
But, Humbug???????:eek:

Sesshomaru

04-12-2006 08:50 PM

Sounds great , i love the fact that its kinda a sequel to Daughters of the dragon ,
with pretty much its whole cast involved .
Still the news might have been way more interesting if Khari Evans (the artist of the
DoD mini) was the involved artist :( ...
I hope that he'll at least do a few covers and get a great new project soon .
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The Rich

04-12-2006 08:57 PM

How bout a Variant
Ya know I'd kill for a Joe Q and Jimmy P Cover, Like Ninjak but better.....

bob_at_york

04-12-2006 09:07 PM

not interested in the characters but the art looks nice.

Irredeemable

04-12-2006 09:17 PM

I had really been looking forward to this book.
At best i was hoping it would be a continuation of sorts of the last series...which had
a lineup full of characters I liked.
At the very least I thought Iron Fist and maybe even Luke cage would be in it.
But Im indifferent to this lineup, and wont be picking it up.
But everyone has different tastes and Im sure some of you are excited about this
lineup. So for that Im glad for you.
Guess that leaves me with a little cash to pick up a different book.

Bevbos

04-12-2006 09:18 PM

Piss on all y'all, I want as much Black Cat as I can get! Having Humbug in there only
sweetens the deal!
I wasn't too excited by Daughters of the Dragon, but nontheless, I'll be picking this
up! Label me a horny teenager, but I needs me some Felicia Hardy! And a little
Shang-Chi to boot, that's sweet! Far out! Rock on!

Uncle Jawa

04-12-2006 09:19 PM

I'm sold. I'm especially happy that Luke Cage and Iron Fist WON'T be in it, because
that means Cage isn't leaving the Avengers. Putting him in HEROES FOR HIRE again
would be a step backwards for the character, and he has really grown by leaps and
bounds in the past few years. They just need to work on bringing Iron Fist up to his
level.

bluebird

04-12-2006 09:20 PM
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What do you mean nice to see Shang Chi back in action? Didn't you catch his
appearance in Black Panther recently? It was awesome, and only a one-issue, don't
need to know @#$% about @#$% to follow story.
The art on this looks...weird. Like, is someone gonna use a computer to make them
all the same size? The perspective seems really messed up to me.
Does no one read Lying In The Gutters? Don't you all know what Cap's dealy-deal is
in terms of his relationship with the American governemtn and what team he'll be
leading?

Wrath

04-12-2006 09:20 PM

Well if you like Khari's work speak out!!
email marvel!!

Bevbos

04-12-2006 09:23 PM

Oh, and didn't catch this a second ago, but Paladin will be in this? Freakin' far out!
About time! And Silver Sable too... loved the recent Silver Sable/Dominic Fortune
mini (I may be the only one!) and I think it's a great mix of characters. Hopefully
this is gonna mix it up a la Nextwave... I'm sure it won't, but unless it's utterly
terrible, this is a mix of characters that's bound to please!
But one question: who the hell is the new Tarantula? Why do they keep taking the
classic spider pseudo-arachnid villains and turning them into hot girls? Well,
whatever, if marketing's happy, so am I!

Inferiority

04-12-2006 09:25 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by bluebird
What do you mean nice to see Shang Chi back in action? Didn't you catch
his appearance in Black Panther recently? It was awesome, and only a
one-issue, don't need to know @#$% about @#$% to follow story.
The art on this looks...weird. Like, is someone gonna use a computer to
make them all the same size? The perspective seems really messed up to
me.
Does no one read Lying In The Gutters? Don't you all know what Cap's
dealy-deal is in terms of his relationship with the American governemtn
and what team he'll be leading?
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The rumor of Cap going up to Canada was defunked by Mark Millar in his recent
interview at this very site, if that's the one your referring to (I forget if I read that in
Lying in the Gutters or All the Rage).

Bevbos

04-12-2006 09:28 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by bluebird
Does no one read Lying In The Gutters? Don't you all know what Cap's
dealy-deal is in terms of his relationship with the American governemtn
and what team he'll be leading?

Er, ah... the current LITG says nothing about this matter... I think SPOILERS it's
pretty much common knowlef "team" he'll be leading...

Varrus

04-12-2006 09:36 PM

Re: MARVEL's HEROES FOR HIRE TEAM(S) NAMED
Quote:

Originally posted by MattBrady
Asked why the creators chose this line-up and not the familiar Luke Cage
and Iron First, Paniccia said, “The circumstances of the current climate in
the Marvel Universe allow for this group to be formed. On that same token,
they don’t allow for Luke and Iron Fist to take part."

One question: I can understand Luke Cage not being included since he's an Avenger
now but how the hell does "the current climate not allow for Iron Fist to take part"?
What else is Danny doing these days? It's not like he's been appearing anywhere
else lately, except for a few brief cameos here and there. Unless maybe he gets
killed in the Civil War?! Hmmmm!

BradyKiller

04-12-2006 09:52 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by astronato
I was interested when I thought Luke Cage and Iron Fist were going to be
in it. Oh well.
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Yup sorry - without a Mark Millar or Brian Bendis to pull off this new kind of team I'm
going to pass. Luke and Danny's dialogue writes itself, if Marvel doesnt want to let
them get back together ( I can only assume they are on either side of the Civil War
debate) then I am passing with a capital "P"
None of the creators have proved to me in the past they can pull off something
revolutionary and while I do give the writers a "Big Balls" award for doing a H4H
comic without the main characters (as if Bendis would do Avengers without Cap and
Iron Man) I will give the book a pass.
Of all the teams in Marvel there are very few that have to have an "essential" line-up
(Avengers, FF - not even X-Men except Wolverine) and to not do that is to disservice the fans and the readers...
I guess I am as passionate about Fist and Cage as those people who loved Hal
Jordan so much - I guess I need to wait for Geoff Johns to work for DC to see the
proper Heroes for Hire return.
Very very disappointed.
Oh well more money to DC then.

BatWolverine

04-12-2006 09:56 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by bartleby
Actually, Humbug is hiding an enormous set of boobs behind that
"wanted" poster.

That's just SO wrong....and on so many levels.
**Goes off to clear mind of the visual of a bug control man with boobs even bigger
than the 'armor' enhacement Misty seems to have go in for**
BW

caleb

04-12-2006 09:58 PM

Dear Jimmy Palmiotti and Justin Gray,
Can you have this team fight the Hulk in one issue, just so the Hulk can say "Bah,
Humbug"? Please? For me?

TCJohnson

04-12-2006 10:13 PM
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Re: Re: MARVEL's HEROES FOR HIRE TEAM(S) NAMED
Quote:

Originally posted by Varrus
One question: I can understand Luke Cage not being included since he's an
Avenger now but how the hell does "the current climate not allow for Iron
Fist to take part"? What else is Danny doing these days? It's not like he's
been appearing anywhere else lately, except for a few brief cameos here
and there. Unless maybe he gets killed in the Civil War?! Hmmmm!

Or maybe Iron Fist joins the Avengers with Luke Cage?

motteditor

04-12-2006 10:14 PM

Quote:

Of all the teams in Marvel there are very few that have to have an "essential" lineup (Avengers, FF - not even X-Men except Wolverine) and to not do that is to disservice the fans and the readers...

Some of us would argue that the Avengers doesn't have its essential lineup at the
moment...
Personally, I'm just as happy to not have Luke Cage in another book.

JacktheKnife

04-12-2006 10:21 PM

Re: Re: Re: MARVEL's HEROES FOR HIRE TEAM(S) NAMED
Quote:

Originally posted by TCJohnson
Or maybe Iron Fist joins the Avengers with Luke Cage?

Oh come on. A duo like Luke Cage and Iron Fist that are almost as synonymous as
Peanut Butter and Jelly.
You KNOW they are going to be on opposite sides of Civil War. I mean, who wants to
see Iron Man and Sub-Mariner against each other when you can have longstanding
best friends going at it.
Plus it allows them to have the Heroes for Hire go after one of them for their first
mission. For some reason I'm thinking Iron Fist, though they it might be Cage. Cause
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then you got the Heroes for Hire going after the original Hero for Hire.

BradyKiller

04-12-2006 10:33 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by motteditor
Some of us would argue that the Avengers doesn't have its essential
lineup at the moment...
Personally, I'm just as happy to not have Luke Cage in another book.

Yes I agree about the Avengers line-up but I mean that the Holy Trinity of Cap, Iron
Man and Thor are usually always around (even though THor is missing now) you still
have Cap and Tony in there without them it really isnt the Avengers just like this
new H4H.
Why bother...the fans want them back, just read through all these posts here - but
Marvel just doesnt want it to happen.
IF the poster above is corrent, the I guess I would buy 2 copies of New Avengers to
read about Luke and Fist on the same team...Bendis is not a dumb man, for all we
know he ____-blocked Palmiotti from having either one so he could have all the fun
writing them in New Avengers....now wouldnt that be a hoot!

MacrossJXS

04-12-2006 10:46 PM

Art team...
I've been enjoying Daughters of the Dragon by Palmio and Gray, so I'll check this out
as it seems like a sequel to the story.
In the days of SHI being a regularly appearing comic book, I met Tucci at a couple
cons, and he was a nice guy. His pencils light me up on bad girl comics, more than
mainstream Super Hero stuff. A MARVEL project that would fit his strengths better
(IMHO) would be an Elektra or Psylocke series.
I'm curious if his inker is Tom Palmer Junior or Senior?
As to the people who mentioned the Daughters of the Dragon art team. I've been
blown away by Penciler Khari Evans' work. I have not heard what his next project is,
but I'll be buying it, even if its written by Bill Jemas' mom.
For Khari's next MARVEL project, I'd love to see his pencils with inks from Art Thibert
or Marlo Alquiza or even Tim Townsend. And of course, some slick colors from Liquid
or Avalon.
Heroes for Hire. Always makes me wonder what happens if they get hired by bad
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guys, or if they get hired to bad things.
-Josh

Hamma

04-12-2006 10:54 PM

I'm thinking this is Marvel's response to Birds of Prey ... which is pretty cool. I'll give
the series a shot

sephiroth617

04-12-2006 11:06 PM

When the book was annouced, I wasn't really interested. But after seeing the lineup, I'm in.

Billy Tucci

04-12-2006 11:12 PM

Hello All,
I must say that I'm really excited about the chance to draw some of the characters
I've loved since grade school. This is going to be one of the great adventures of my
life! And I hope I won't let you down.

Arsenal3

04-12-2006 11:13 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by Sin Eater
Wow, Tom Palmer's inking Tucci? I never saw that combo in a million
years, but I must say it makes me extremely happy. I looooooove Tom
Palmer's inks.

I'll second that. Best inker ever.

Billy Tucci

04-12-2006 11:18 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by BatWolverine
The 'Chest' size reduces dramatically from left to right....ignoring the the
men of course.
But Humbug? Who is that?
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BW

This is true! Jimmy described Misty to me that "no one is built like Misty. " I
responded, "What about Black Cat?" and he simply said "no one."
Well, you know Cat's "qualities", that was a given.
As for Tarantula, I had a pretty free reign and illustrated her like Shi, and as for Miss
Wing, she's more in the "Twiggy" vein.

Pack

04-12-2006 11:30 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by cyberv
Does anyone else notice that this image may very well spoil the ending to
Civil War?
CAPTAIN AMERICA IS A WANTED MAN.

Because he's seen a million faces...

And he's ROCKED them all!!!!!!!!!!!

Pack

04-12-2006 11:30 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by Billy Tucci
This is true! Jimmy described Misty to me that "no one is built like Misty. "
I responded, "What about Black Cat?" and he simply said "no one."
Well, you know Cat's "qualities", that was a given.
As for Tarantula, I had a pretty free reign and illustrated her like Shi, and
as for Miss Wing, she's more in the "Twiggy" vein.

I think it looks great. I hope this is a big success for you, Mr. Tucci.

Billy Tucci

04-12-2006 11:31 PM

Quote:
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Originally posted by Lord Ice
With Tucci doing art, I'm on this like a drunken Greek sailor on a cheap
hooker. :)

Lord Ice -- You truly are my master and made my day!
May I use your quote in a solicitation?:)
Seriously though, this book is going to rock and I'm putting my heart and soul into
it. I believe that Humbug will be a pleasant surprise and have you cheering him on.

Sesshomaru

04-12-2006 11:45 PM

Quote:

Seriously though, this book is going to rock and I'm putting my heart and soul into
it. I believe that Humbug will be a pleasant surprise and have you cheering him on.

Glad to hear this , i was onboard with the news of the title and lineup alone , so i'll
definitely check it out .
Truthfully though , i'm a bit bummed that the nice creative team assembled for
Daughters of the Dragon , isnt exactly the same behind the H4H book , apparently
picking up where DOTD is ending .
But to be fair , i havent the chance yet to see your art , and the illustration featured
in the article seems nice and interesting enough ... so again i'm onboard !

Machine Man

04-12-2006 11:45 PM

I'm having a hard time imagining a topless Shang-Chi on the streets of New York. I
suppose it's just as corny as having a yellow blouse Luke Cage. Except Iron Fist with
the dragon tatoo was pretty aweosme.

BradE

04-12-2006 11:56 PM

You think the Black Cat shaves or waxes?

DaVeO

04-13-2006 12:13 AM

Yay for the B and C-listers. Only high profiler here is Black Cat, no Spidey, Cap, Iron
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Fist or Luke Cage. I may actually try this. I haven't been a Marvel fan in a loooong
time. I almost came back for X-Factor but ultimitly did not. The last Marvel I got was
Marvel Knights vol 1. I always liked the street heroes in the MU the most. I vaguely
remember Humbug, I hardly know the Daughters but I know Shang-Chi and Paladin.
I read Manhunter so I know the writers are good. Yeah, I may actually try this.
Tucci I haven't seen since the original Shi so I'll wait and see.

Prometheus3

04-13-2006 12:18 AM

I like the artwork so far though I have never been a fan of the "all women are
extremally busty look". Iron Fist and Cage should be on this team, they are the
original Heroes for Hire. When a bunch of people are clambering for a series return,
you don't take out the two main characters. And if Marvel kills Iron Fist (a character
with the potential to someday be an A-list hero) in Civil War I will be very pissed off.
It's great that Paladin and Shang-Chi are on the new team. Both of these characters
especially Shang-Chi deserve to be in the spotlight. I'll buy the first arc and see how
the series is. But without Iron Fist and Cage it will not be the same.
I wish Marvel had waited longer before this release. Where the hell is the mystery in
all of this? Can't Marvel learn to be patient?

jaundice

04-13-2006 12:33 AM

Two things. An editor calling his book edgy makes me think that it is less than that.
kung fu man has no nipples.

Super-Yoda

04-13-2006 12:38 AM

Sounds fun. I'm in.

beetle1million

04-13-2006 01:02 AM

Quote:

Originally posted by DaVeO
Yay for the B and C-listers. Only high profiler here is Black Cat, no Spidey,
Cap, Iron Fist or Luke Cage. I may actually try this. I haven't been a
Marvel fan in a loooong time. I almost came back for X-Factor but ultimitly
did not. The last Marvel I got was Marvel Knights vol 1. I always liked the
street heroes in the MU the most. I vaguely remember Humbug, I hardly
know the Daughters but I know Shang-Chi and Paladin.
I read Manhunter so I know the writers are good. Yeah, I may actually try
this. Tucci I haven't seen since the original Shi so I'll wait and see.
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Not to turn you from the book- cause I think it looks cool as hell -but these guys
don't write Manhunter. That's Andreyko. ;)
These fellas write Daughters of the Dragon, Jonah Hex, and Battle for Bludhaven,
and kicked ass on Hawkman and Monolith.

beetle1million

04-13-2006 01:07 AM

Quote:

Originally posted by J O R Z A C
I agree. At least Shang Chi had a coupla series(even a recent one w/
Gulacy), but Paladin shouldn't even be in there. There was nothing even
remotely interesting about his character, not to mention the "masculine
dress theme" he has.:rolleyes:
Plus, the D.O.T.D. are showing they got some moxy in their own book, and
Black Cat has always been a favorite.
But, Humbug???????:eek:

Now now, I wasn't trying to slight the man's sexuality or gender role. As I recall, he's
actually a bigger cape chaser than Cage (but not as much of one as Starfox).
Though, come to think of it... hot badass ladies flanked with geeky sidekicks, big
muscleboys with no brains, and guys in purple? It does sound a bit like a recent
night at my local gay club.
Doofiness aside, I'm in. Misty and Colleen are channeling The Bride and Jackie Brown
these days, I dig Orca and other low budget villains, it's nice to see Felicia finding
something to do with herself...
Though if my suspicions are right, I won't be choosing the side of these guys, who
looks to be quite obviously hero-hunters. Very few masks, most of them have public
identities already...

Monsterx7

04-13-2006 01:42 AM

I loved the first series and I will buy this one! The current Knight/Wing mini-series
looks great(the art) & reads very well. Prop's to Jimmy. :cool:

william G

04-13-2006 01:47 AM

Looks *fap*tacular...
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Jeremy Williams

04-13-2006 02:00 AM

It looks more like "Bimbos For Hire" to me. :D
I`ll be waiting for a Shang Chi ongoing instead.
Next!

BatWolverine

04-13-2006 02:05 AM

Quote:

Originally posted by Prometheus3
I wish Marvel had waited longer before this release. Where the hell is the
mystery in all of this? Can't Marvel learn to be patient?

Not being 'patient' with their revelations has become a sort of mainstay for Marvel.
Maybe its them thinking that letting the secret out earlier will draw in more buyers,
but somehow it is going more and more over the top as time goes on. Latest
example, Thor's hammer on FF's cover....and compare that with the actual number
of pages given to that in the issue itself.
Anyways, I like the art, but somehow, my dis-interest in this title hasn't improved
with this revelation. Never cared much about the characters individually (and that's
just me), with even Black Cat paling in comparison to the Original 'Cat (the one that
started 'em all)...and we all know which 'Cat-lady I am talking about.
BW

ParisCub

04-13-2006 02:26 AM

Palmiotti, Grey and Tucci....?
Three reasons for me NOT to buy the book. I'll pass.

John Cage

04-13-2006 02:27 AM

Quote:

Originally posted by QbSon
One thing keeps bothering me. Didn't Humbag like... die in an issue of
Deadpool?
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He did. In Deadpool #42. Then again Whirlwind was wearing his old costume and
Razorfist regrew an arm in Daughters of the Dragon, so it played fast and loose with
continuity (at least they explained why Hammer and Anvil, and the Porcupine were in
the book). That said, I'm not that big a continuity nut that over-looking these bits of
minutia turn me off a title, but I'll say that H4H looks more interesting than DotD,
which I dropped after one issue.
Have a good day.
John Cage

Pack

04-13-2006 03:02 AM

Quote:

Originally posted by QbSon
I dig the series right now. I hoped they'd leave the art team from DoD
though.
One thing keeps bothering me. Didn't Humbag like... die in an issue of
Deadpool?

That is odd. A character that died showing up in a comic book again.... I asked Green
Lantern, Green Arrow, Dr. Octopus, Jason Todd, Bucky, Colossus and Iron Fist but
none of them could understand it either.... :)

mrbones

04-13-2006 03:11 AM

WACK!! Give me POWER MAN AND IRON FIST!!!!

Hellblazer

04-13-2006 03:12 AM

Was hoping it would be Cage and Iron Fist.
Never mind.

Skully

04-13-2006 04:04 AM

in fairness, i was going to give it a go with the Civil War's first 3 issues, bu paart
from the Black Cat the line-up means NOTHING to me.

Bevbos

04-13-2006 04:13 AM

Quote:
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Originally posted by BradE
You think the Black Cat shaves or waxes?

She probably just licks herself with her sandpaper-like tongue.

Punchy

04-13-2006 04:20 AM

I'm really enjoying Daughters Of The Dragon, so this is a must!
Glad to see Humbug and Orka survive the mini, and Shang-Chi is awesome.
Will Otis 'Danger' Johnson still be involved? :D

grendel824

04-13-2006 05:01 AM

Orka? Ooookay...
To be honest, the creative team doesn't thrill me. But I have no real problem with
them and they're all talented individuals and are certainly capable of putting out a
solid book, and since I like the concept anyway I'll hopefully be able to afford to give
them a few issues to wow me.

boomboom

04-13-2006 06:09 AM

Quote:

Originally posted by Lord Ice
With Tucci doing art, I'm on this like a drunken Greek sailor on a cheap
hooker. :)

lol...I am in also...for the same reason.
Paperfilms (Gray/Palmiotti) keep entertaining me tremendously and Tucci is one of
my fav non-mainstream artists and I am glad to hear him join in...
He draws his women and men very differently/disticntively, as you can see from the
promo...Ilikethatalot!!

Krishna Sadasivam

04-13-2006 07:22 AM

No Power Man and Iron Fist on this team? WHY???
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My excitement was high for the book, but now I'm feeling - well - just a bit
nonplussed.
-Krishna

Newcastle

04-13-2006 07:34 AM

Quote:

Originally posted by Krishna Sadasivam
No Power Man and Iron Fist on this team? WHY???

Because one's an Avenger and the other's Daredevil. Perhaps. Maybe.

Amoebas

04-13-2006 08:18 AM

Quote:

Originally posted by John Cage
He did. In Deadpool #42. Then again Whirlwind was wearing his old
costume and Razorfist regrew an arm in Daughters of the Dragon, so it
played fast and loose with continuity (at least they explained why Hammer
and Anvil, and the Porcupine were in the book). That said, I'm not that big
a continuity nut that over-looking these bits of minutia turn me off a title,
What a world we live in where people regrowing arms and returning from the dead is
now "minutia" in terms of continuity snafus.:D As a big fan of continuity I'm serious
when asking what kind of continuity gaff would be more than "minutia" in your
opinion. I ask this because you appear to know your continuity.
Quote:

Originally posted by beetle1million
He's a purple-wearing womanizer and mercenary.
That's YOUR opinion. Myself I tend to think of Paladin as a violet-wearing womanizer
and mercenary.:D

NightRiver

04-13-2006 09:13 AM

awesome creative team + Black Cat + Daughters of the Dragon = must buy for me.

Police-dude

04-13-2006 09:16 AM

Humbugs first apearrance :D
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Get it now kids! :p

Pack

04-13-2006 09:37 AM

Apologies if someone else already said this but my biggest concern here is the
involvement of Shang Chi.
The Daughters of the Dragon, Black Cat and Paladin all make sense, as do ex-villains
but I have a hard time seeing Shang Chi offering his services for hire, even if the
group is only taking on benevolent cases. I think he would be pretty wary of "games
of deceit and death."
I also hope that if he's around, Leiko Wu will be involved.
Those concerns aren't enough to make me avoid the book. After all the writers may
have considered that and come up with perfectly good reasons for his involvement.
But that could certainly provide for good conflict.

Pack

04-13-2006 09:44 AM

To everyone who has asked this question:
If it makes you feel any better, the Atom is bothered by the same thing....
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Luix_2006

04-13-2006 09:48 AM

Angie J
Angelina Jolie looks good with that afro. Have you guys noticed that a lot of artists
have a crush on her? If you look at the first few pages of Secret War # 5, the new
boss of SHIELD (forgot her name) looks a lot like a younger Angelina Jolie and I just
saw a recent drawing from another artist that resembles AJolie a lot. Long live
Angie!!!

MrDurden

04-13-2006 10:13 AM

Luke Cage and Iron Fist... Count me In!!
This team.... Count me out!!!
But hey, I'm not reading Daughters of the Dragon either so maybe I don't know what
I am missing.

matchesmalone

04-13-2006 10:26 AM

Quote:

Originally posted by kalorama
I like the fact that he actuall made an attempt not to give them all the
same stereotypical comic-book chick bods.

Me too.
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See, folks, it can be done!

wjajilp97

04-13-2006 10:34 AM

sable
I will wait until I hear if it is Silver Sable. As long as it is the old Silver Sable from
here monthly, she kicked A$$!!!

Pack

04-13-2006 10:52 AM

Re: sable
Quote:

Originally posted by wjajilp97
I will wait until I hear if it is Silver Sable. As long as it is the old Silver
Sable from here monthly, she kicked A$$!!!

It would make sense. Paladin worked for her when she had her own book and she
would certainly fit in to the "for hire" part.

Mark Thorson

04-13-2006 10:52 AM

Quote:

Originally posted by Billy Tucci
Hello All,
I must say that I'm really excited about the chance to draw some of the
characters I've loved since grade school. This is going to be one of the
great adventures of my life! And I hope I won't let you down.

Congrats on getting the book! I'm just amazed I'll be able to see Orka on a regular
basis. He's always been a favorite. I wish you guys much success!

Johnny Triangles

04-13-2006 11:00 AM

Quote:

Originally posted by kalorama
Who the hell is Humbug?
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A David Michilinie-created Spider-Man villain. Really lame (5 out of 6 Michilinie
creations usually are). I can't believe anyone dusted him off and brought him back
from limbo. Who's next, Chance?

khuxford

04-13-2006 11:20 AM

Well...
I'm doubtful to be interested in this series with this collection of characters, but I'll
give Jimmy and Justin a shot...

boomboom

04-13-2006 11:24 AM

Re: sable
Quote:

Originally posted by wjajilp97
I will wait until I hear if it is Silver Sable. As long as it is the old Silver
Sable from here monthly, she kicked A$$!!!

according to JUSTIN GRAY (over at Paperfilms.com) :
Quote:

Sable is a typo. The character is supposed to be AMERICAN SAMURAI.

http://www.marvunapp.com/Appendix/americansamurai.htm

mrhelm

04-13-2006 11:32 AM

I wasn't sure about this book at first, but dang it, combining the writing talent of the
great Daughters of the Dragon series with the creator of Shi (a book that I still can't
understand why it can't support itself) makes me a happy camper.
I'll most definitely be picking this one up. (If just to see how well Tucci can handle a
mainstream, monthly series.)

motteditor

04-13-2006 11:48 AM
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Who's American Samurai? That name's completely unfamiliar to me.

Dream Boy

04-13-2006 11:49 AM

The Daughters of the Dragon? Black Cat? Sold!
Black Cat has been a favorite of mine for a while now and I am really digging Misty
and Colleen in their new mini. If this book is anything like that, it should be a nice,
fun read.

Goodman

04-13-2006 11:51 AM

No Luke. No interest.

boomboom

04-13-2006 12:00 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by motteditor
Who's American Samurai? That name's completely unfamiliar to me.

follow the link
http://www.marvunapp.com/Appendix/americansamurai.htm
or do you mean something else...I did not follow Elektra (where he came from) so I
do not have a feel for this character...nice find on behalf of Paperfilms though...

gwangung

04-13-2006 12:12 PM

Generally....
....when characters aren't interesting, it's because they're written poorly. Very few
characters are inherently uninteresting.
It annoys me to no end to see people passing up books because of this. It just
hammers in the point that they aren't interested in the quality of the writing or
artwork---they're more interested in form than content.
That leads to increased stylization, and increased ghettoization and inbreeding. And
it's a vicious cycle that shrinks the audience.
Forget the preconceptions. If the writing and artwork are good, support; if not,
DON'T.
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buhe

04-13-2006 12:14 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by Johnny Triangles
A David Michilinie-created Spider-Man villain. Really lame (5 out of 6
Michilinie creations usually are). I can't believe anyone dusted him off and
brought him back from limbo. Who's next, Chance?

Unless thay have him build the weapons. I think that might be the best way of
making him work.
I have this old Spider-Man comic where he made new Humbug devices from stuff he
bought from Radio Shack which shows that he has real talent when it come to
creative technology. You can imagine what he can make for the Heroes for Hire
group as long as they don't step on any bugs.

Bakema NL

04-13-2006 12:20 PM

Re: Art team...
Quote:

Originally posted by MacrossJXS
In the days of SHI being a regularly appearing comic book, I met Tucci at
a couple cons, and he was a nice guy. His pencils light me up on bad girl
comics, more than mainstream Super Hero stuff. A MARVEL project that
would fit his strengths better (IMHO) would be an Elektra or Psylocke
series.-Josh

I like this way better than an announcement of Tucci working on Elektra or Psylocke.
Those 2 would be too obvious, let's see him try something different.........like this
Heroes for hire book, much more interesting to see him tackling that.

motteditor

04-13-2006 12:20 PM

Re: Generally....
Quote:

Originally posted by gwangung
....when characters aren't interesting, it's because they're written poorly.
Very few characters are inherently uninteresting.
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It annoys me to no end to see people passing up books because of this. It
just hammers in the point that they aren't interested in the quality of the
writing or artwork---they're more interested in form than content.
That leads to increased stylization, and increased ghettoization and
inbreeding. And it's a vicious cycle that shrinks the audience.
Forget the preconceptions. If the writing and artwork are good, support; if
not, DON'T.

Those are good points. At the same time, everyone has characters they like and
don't like and it's hard to blame someone for not reading a book with characters they
don't like.
Now, if they don't really know that characters, that's different. (I know I'm not that
familiar with any of these characters, so I'll give the book a look, but if I don't care
for them, I'm not going to bother.)
And I can certainly understand fans being upset that the title doesn't feature the
characters who've long been associated with this title.

skeletorjr

04-13-2006 12:22 PM

Re: Generally....
Quote:

Originally posted by gwangung
....when characters aren't interesting, it's because they're written poorly.
Very few characters are inherently uninteresting.
It annoys me to no end to see people passing up books because of this. It
just hammers in the point that they aren't interested in the quality of the
writing or artwork---they're more interested in form than content.
That leads to increased stylization, and increased ghettoization and
inbreeding. And it's a vicious cycle that shrinks the audience.
Forget the preconceptions. If the writing and artwork are good, support; if
not, DON'T.

Amen to that. Well said (typed)

joecool207

04-13-2006 12:36 PM

Been waiting for a book with Black Cat for a while. Definately gonna check out the
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first few. And Sable too!

Hypestyle

04-13-2006 01:00 PM

wasn't Paladin taking pot-shots at Daredevil in one of Bendis' last arcs? I knew he
was a merc, but he was usually a good-guy merc-- anybody know what really
happened?

panicbxmb

04-13-2006 01:29 PM

lookit all those boobies.

AaronStC

04-13-2006 01:41 PM

I'm really enjoying Daughters of the Dragon, so I'll ceck this out. I'm a little
disappointed at the lack of Cage and Iron Fist though. Oh well, maybe a line up
change in the future will fix that.

Cray_ws

04-13-2006 01:49 PM

I can't see Billy Tucci doing a ongoing series. This will last barely 2 issues before its
late. He's a fairly decent pin-up artist when he has time to stretch is artistic muscle ,
but hardly fit to do sequentials especially on a regular series. What is Marvel thinking
here with hiring 3 (Joe Madureira, J. Scott Campbell, and now Billy Tucci) of the
90's most popular artists, but in terms of work ethic these guys are absolutely the
worst. Its nice that Marvel felt compelled to help these guys by giving them a chance
for redemption. Did they have to hire all 3 at the same time, and on high profile
books? thats a recipe for disaster if you ask me.
Good luck Marvel, because you are going to need it badly in the upcoming months.

Wrath

04-13-2006 02:28 PM

no one is a regular artist on a book these days it seems (not counting bags)
they do 5 or 6 issues then have another artist do 5 or 6 or they do 6 and then
someone does one or two... depends on how fast they are.
I am guessing the same thing will happen here

MShivers

04-13-2006 02:31 PM

Quote:
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Originally posted by Johnny Triangles
A David Michilinie-created Spider-Man villain. Really lame (5 out of 6
Michilinie creations usually are). I can't believe anyone dusted him off and
brought him back from limbo. Who's next, Chance?
Hey! I like Chance! :mad:
Seriously... I always thought he was one of Michilinie's better creations. I have an
uncle who has a gambling problem, so it always made sense to me that, in a world
like the Marvel Universe, some mercenary might take it to the next level and wager
their fees on their success. :) (Plus, I always thought his giant golden helmet was
cool :p )
- Michael
P.S. I'm in for this. DotD has been way fun; and I'm a sucker the Black Cat....

caleb

04-13-2006 02:58 PM

There seem to be people posting here who are of the opinion that Tucci is a fantastic
artist, and others who think he's an awful one. Either way, the guy's a great writer of
zombie comics, as this week's Zombie-Sama proves. Check it out if you're not sick of
zombie comics yet--I am, and I still loved it.

Bakema NL

04-13-2006 03:03 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by caleb
There seem to be people posting here who are of the opinion that Tucci is
a fantastic artist, and others who think he's an awful one. Either way, the
guy's a great writer of zombie comics, as this week's Zombie-Sama
proves. Check it out if you're not sick of zombie comics yet--I am, and I
still loved it.

I hope it comes in at the lcs, I pre-ordered that baby.

gamwar

04-13-2006 03:18 PM

ok can someone explain to me the deal with blackcat being cut from all this what is
the deal?
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Ruritania

04-13-2006 03:29 PM

Heroes for hire
Tucci's a fine penciller, and Palmer's the best inker in the business, but the real
news here is Marvel giving Mark Sparacio the covers to paint (over Tucci's pencils,
apparently). If you've seen Sparacio's work at conventions you know you have to go
back 30 years to Boris' covers for "Savage Sword of Conan" to find a painter who's
made the type of impact this guy's going to. I've bought plenty of so-so books for an
Adam Hughes cover and I'll bet plenty of "Heroes for Hire"'s will be sold for the same
reason: gorgeous cover art. The prospects for this book look good, but I can't wait to
see the cover paintings!

MacrossJXS

04-13-2006 03:43 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by Cray_ws
...snip...What is Marvel thinking here with hiring 3 (Joe Madureira, J. Scott
Campbell, and now Billy Tucci) of the 90's most popular artists, but in
terms of work ethic these guys are absolutely the worst. ...snip...

Joe MAD wasn't a deadline killer until he drawing Battlechasers for DC. From what I
can remember, his DEADPOOL and X-MEN was all fairly on time, most of the time.
So I hope he returns to that form on his new MARVEL projects, as opposed to the
bad habit of late books.
JSCampbell should just put out completed graphic novels and do cover work.
Monthly comics (mini or ongoing series) kust don't fit his drawing method. I think
issue #3 of Wildbusterz is shipping 6 months after issue #1 came out. And issue #2
of that book was already a few weeks late.
I don't remember that SHI was a regularly late book, as it always seemed to be a
sequence of mini-series that came out in batches. As a guage, I didn't read any
other Crusade Comics other than SHI.
-Josh

CHOROK

04-13-2006 04:18 PM

"Originally posted by gwangung
....when characters aren't interesting, it's because they're written poorly. Very few
characters are inherently uninteresting.
It annoys me to no end to see people passing up books because of this. It just
hammers in the point that they aren't interested in the quality of the writing or
artwork---they're more interested in form than content.
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That leads to increased stylization, and increased ghettoization and inbreeding. And
it's a vicious cycle that shrinks the audience.
Forget the preconceptions. If the writing and artwork are good, support; if not,
DON'T. "
Exactly.
I don't see where anyone can judge that a team with the Daughters of the Dragon
and Shang Chi, could be NOT interesting. Luke Cage and Danny Rand could've been
cool additions to the cast, but I think the whole "Heroes for Hire" idea is an idea that
is innately interesting despite whatever characters are involved.
They're Heroes!
FOR HIRE!
I do agree with a lot of the posters about Tucci. What makes him a good artist? Shi,
in my humble opinion, was a terrible-looking comic. His stuff looks like it belongs
with the bottom-selling pile of Avatar's catalog.
And I thought Khari Evans was a woman.
...
Whatever. Daughters of the Dragon is sufficiently badass in the art department. I
don't understand why they didn't keep Evans for this.
He/She proved you can make a hot, sexy female comic book character withOUT
giving her any boobs.
That's talent.

Sayhey Kid

04-13-2006 04:51 PM

I'm all over this...
I like Cage and Ironfist, but I'm glad they're not in the new series. I dig the idea of
bringing up older, 2nd tier-characters...where no characters are the "main" ones.
Makes the dynamic more interesting. Power Man and Iron fist have moved on. Let
the universe evolve a bit.

RedSquirrel

04-13-2006 05:27 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by Hellblazer
Was hoping it would be Cage and Iron Fist.
Never mind.
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Me too.:(

RedSquirrel

04-13-2006 05:37 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by CHOROK
I don't see where anyone can judge that a team with the Daughters of the Dragon
and Shang Chi, could be NOT interesting. Luke Cage and Danny Rand could've
been cool additions to the cast, but I think the whole "Heroes for Hire" idea is an
idea that is innately interesting despite whatever characters are involved.
They're Heroes!
FOR HIRE!
[/b]

Of course longtime fans would expect Cage and Fist to be in this book. The duo was
called Heroes for Hire. If a new book called Fantastic Four came out starring Hulk,
Wolverine, Captain America, and Daredevil, fans would have the same mixed
reaction. You could say, well there are FOUR of them, and they are all FANTASTIC,
what's the problem fanboys?

HNutz

04-13-2006 05:38 PM

Part of me's disappointed that Cage and Iron Fist aren't here. Along with
Taskmaster. I'd think this would be a GREAT team and tons of fun to read.
Then again... I'm thinking that if the team had a cast full of big names, they'd be
"safe". Would anyone think that Luke Cage could die in any given issue? But when
the team has folks like Paladin and Humbug, well, there's more of a chance of
something permanent happening to them. And there's more room for character
growth and development...
I'm still disappointed and I was still having fun theorizing on the cast... but I'll check
it out. And hey, given the writers and artist... might be fun!

Mick

04-13-2006 05:53 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by RedSquirrel
If a new book called Fantastic Four came out starring Hulk, Wolverine,
Captain America, and Daredevil, fans would have the same mixed reaction.

Haha. Remember these guys?
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wraith

04-13-2006 07:09 PM

2 quick points.
1. After reading this article and finding out who the members are on the team, I am
NOT going to buy this series.
2. Based on the crappy sales of the DAUGHTERS OF THE DRAGON mini series, it's a
safe bet that this series will flop and will be cancelled by issue #6 (# 12 if they are
lucky).

beta-ray

04-13-2006 07:14 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by RedSquirrel
Of course longtime fans would expect Cage and Fist to be in this book. The
duo was called Heroes for Hire. If a new book called Fantastic Four came
out starring Hulk, Wolverine, Captain America, and Daredevil, fans would
have the same mixed reaction. You could say, well there are FOUR of
them, and they are all FANTASTIC, what's the problem fanboys?
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Well 2 out of 4 ain't bad...

I will try this out. I like what I have read of DotD (only read the first ish so far, I am
behind)...
For some reason I thought Khari Evans was a woman... hmn.

IronWolf

04-13-2006 07:46 PM

Whoa! Not only is BLACK F'n CAT on the team but the man him self Snag-Chi!!!!
WHOA!!!!! awsome!!!

RedSquirrel

04-13-2006 08:00 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by beta-ray
Well 2 out of 4 ain't bad...
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Very funny! Cripes, is that for real? Looks like Marvel ran out of ideas a while back.

zeraze1

04-13-2006 08:11 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by MrDurden
Luke Cage and Iron Fist... Count me In!!
This team.... Count me out!!!
But hey, I'm not reading Daughters of the Dragon either so maybe I don't
know what I am missing.

You're missing out on one of the most unapologetically fun and sexy comics on the
stands. Sure, I like serious, political titles. Daughters of the Dragon is a reminder
that escapism is something that comics do well and should be more proud of.
zeraze

zeraze1

04-13-2006 08:16 PM

Quote:
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Originally posted by wraith
2 quick points.
1. After reading this article and finding out who the members are on the
team, I am NOT going to buy this series.

Your loss.
Quote:

2. Based on the crappy sales of the DAUGHTERS OF THE DRAGON mini
series, it's a safe bet that this series will flop and will be cancelled by issue
#6 (# 12 if they are lucky).

It's a six issue mini-series. Hence, it will end after (surprise!) six issues.
What's that saying about fools hanging themselves if given enough rope.
zeraze

zeraze1

04-13-2006 08:21 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by RedSquirrel
Of course longtime fans would expect Cage and Fist to be in this book. The
duo was called Heroes for Hire. If a new book called Fantastic Four came
out starring Hulk, Wolverine, Captain America, and Daredevil, fans would
have the same mixed reaction. You could say, well there are FOUR of
them, and they are all FANTASTIC, what's the problem fanboys?

Hey, let's recall the uproar over the New Avengers not starring Thor, Wasp, Hank
Pym and Hawkeye. Sure, the Avengers in the past have had rotating membership,
but why let evidence and logic get in the way of mindless fanboy ranting.
So, the fanboy grumbling against the new Heroes for Hire is not unexpected. And
these same guys wonder why comic fans have a reputation for being anal,
humorless, and immature.
zeraze

beetle1million

04-13-2006 09:14 PM

Quote:
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Originally posted by zeraze1
Your loss.
It's a six issue mini-series. Hence, it will end after (surprise!) six issues.
What's that saying about fools hanging themselves if given enough rope.
zeraze

While I agree with your opinions, myself, I think the tool in question was suggesting
that the ongoing Heroes would be cancelled after six issues.

beetle1million

04-13-2006 09:16 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by zeraze1
Hey, let's recall the uproar over the New Avengers not starring Thor,
Wasp, Hank Pym and Hawkeye. Sure, the Avengers in the past have had
rotating membership, but why let evidence and logic get in the way of
mindless fanboy ranting.
So, the fanboy grumbling against the new Heroes for Hire is not
unexpected. And these same guys wonder why comic fans have a
reputation for being anal, humorless, and immature.
zeraze

Not to mention, it isn't as if Cage/Iron Fist as the Heroes for Hire are some kind of
iconic team. Shouldn't we actually be happy to see that Cage has grown past being a
rather mercenary jerk into a guy who's doing his best to actually improve the world without- charging for his services? After the last couple years of Cage's development,
the idea of him going back to being a pay-for-my-help sort of guy is really
repugnant, and if Cage were to be part of Heroes for Hire at this point it would be
damn insulting to the intelligence of anybody who's been reading his recent
appearances.

MacrossJXS

04-13-2006 09:54 PM

Quote:
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Originally posted by HNutz
Part of me's disappointed that Cage and Iron Fist aren't here. ...snip

Cage and Iron Fist are being saved for Brokeback Heroes For Hire !!!
-Josh :D

ProudToSuck

04-13-2006 10:03 PM

I've gotta say, seeing Billy Tucci's name made me say, "Whoa." Not that I'm a
hardcore Billy Tucci fan, mind you. It's just strange seeing him tied to a Marvel
book. But not at all unpleasant.
The cast for this title is intriguing, and I think Palmiotti and Gray will handle them
well. The Daughters of the Dragon series is a lot of fun. If the book is anything like
that one, it'll be worth checking out.
I'm looking forward to this one.

Cray_ws

04-13-2006 10:32 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by MacrossJXS
Joe MAD wasn't a deadline killer until he drawing Battlechasers for DC.
From what I can remember, his DEADPOOL and X-MEN was all fairly on
time, most of the time. So I hope he returns to that form on his new
MARVEL projects, as opposed to the bad habit of late books.
You seem to be under the impression DC is at fault for Madureira's lateness. From
the what I heard, it was sore fingers from playing video games.
Quote:

JSCampbell should just put out completed graphic novels and do cover
work. Monthly comics (mini or ongoing series) kust don't fit his drawing
method. I think issue #3 of Wildbusterz is shipping 6 months after issue
#1 came out. And issue #2 of that book was already a few weeks late.
Should've, would've, could've, but the fact is knowing he has a history of lateness he
still chose to monthly "drawing method". I'm not sure what makes you think its
going to be any different.....unless an editor nags him on regular basis to keep him
on track. As far as I know Marvel doesn't normally release Graphic Novels as you
suggest he do. However I agree with you that his work is best suited for OGNs, So
the question remains is will Marvel put a babysitter (Editor) on him or will they
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release his Spider-man project as OGN?
Quote:

I don't remember that SHI was a regularly late book, as it always seemed
to be a sequence of mini-series that came out in batches. As a guage, I
didn't read any other Crusade Comics other than SHI.
Where to begin with Billy Tucci, If Shi was ever a regularly monthly title, it sure
never seemed like that way considering it took from March 1994 to April 1997 to
publish only 12 issues of the initial series Shi: The Way Of The Warrior, plus the
countless variants which actually exceed the amount of original issues.

tstrike99

04-13-2006 10:39 PM

Hey, I'm just happy that we are going to be seeing Black Cat on a regular basis now.
I don't really care much for Shang-Chi, and I think it really does look more like
"bimbos for hire" but that's okay by me!
I really like Cage and Fist as the Heroes, but I think this book is a good starting point
for soemthing a little different.

RedSquirrel

04-13-2006 10:58 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by zeraze1
So, the fanboy grumbling against the new Heroes for Hire is not
unexpected. And these same guys wonder why comic fans have a
reputation for being anal, humorless, and immature.
zeraze

We're posting on a comic book message board. I don't think we'll be described as
mature anytime soon.:)

MacrossJXS

04-13-2006 10:58 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by Cray_ws
You seem to be under the impression DC is at fault for Madureira's
lateness. From the what I heard, it was sore fingers from playing video
games.
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LOL :D
Just for the record, my impression is Bob Harras and Mark Powers, as X-Office
Editors, had an environment that fostered MAD turning in a book per month.
Whereas the DC editorial staff assigned to edit Battlechasers didn't, as 8 issues over
36 months attests to.
Obviously MAD has to take some responsibility as it was his story and his pencils, but
its not like he wandered into creator owned publishing already knowing how to be an
Editor.
Dale Keown pretty much went down the same road on PITT. He was on time and
monthly while doing the Incredible Hulk, left for PITT and became one of the all time
slow-pokes in terms of shipping finished books.
To me, the stark contrast is the motivation, dedication and discipline from Erik
Larsen and Dave Sim. To Erik's credit he was a monthly-guy at Marvel and remained
so on Savage Dragon.
-Josh :)

DaVeO

04-13-2006 11:57 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by beetle1million
Not to turn you from the book- cause I think it looks cool as hell -but these
guys don't write Manhunter. That's Andreyko. ;)
These fellas write Daughters of the Dragon, Jonah Hex, and Battle for
Bludhaven, and kicked ass on Hawkman and Monolith.

Y'know I realized that an hour after I posted. I don't know why I got them mixed up.
Um, er, LOOK A SQUIRREL WITH A GUN :eek:
*exits through back door*
(I'll still try the series.)

Stalzer2002

04-14-2006 12:03 AM

You know, the more I think about this, the more interested I become.
The Black Cat in a team setting is very cool.
It is about time Paladin gets featured somewhere (I had him pegged as the
Swordsman in the early going of New Thunderbolts). Jackass characters like him are
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fun. He could be to the Heroes for Hire what Fixer and Speed Demon are to the TBolts. Plus, with so many women in the cast, there should be plenty of sparks flying.
Obviously, as a T-Bolts fan (consider this my attempt to subtlely influence people
into buying the T-Bolts), I like books with reformed/quasi-reformed villains in them.
Orca and Humbug seem like they'd be a cool odd couple.
We have a few real blank slates in Humbug, the American Samurai, and this new
Tarantula. Can this creative team do for these characters what Kurt Busiek and
Fabian Nicieza did for Songbird over in, you guessed it, Thunderbolts (Buy the Bolts!
Buy the Bolts!)?
I read a friend's copy of the first few issues of Daughters of the Dragon. It has a cool
cheesy 70s/80s action movie vibe going for it. Adding Bruce Le...err Shang Chi and
the American Ninj...uhm American Samurai to the cast should add to that.
This really isn't a great cast, but it is an interesting one. Nobody jumps out at me
and makes me say, "Man, I HAVE to buy this!" But the possibilities for this group are
nearly limitless.

kcekada

04-14-2006 01:04 AM

I'll give it a go.
I think the current DOD series is decent -- though the interior art is nowhere near as
good as the promo art used on issue 1.
I like Felicia joining the HFH sidekicks. Don't know much about Shang-Chi except
that he's Marvel's master of martial arts.
Humbug though? Really, is that necessary?!
I would like to see Felicia's bad luck powers returned...when they were subtle (later
explained away as being tricks).
Know nada about the new Tarantula. Sable and Paladin are decent characters. Could
be good.

Johnny Triangles

04-14-2006 01:13 AM

Based on how low cut the midsection of her outfit is, how is black cat's vagina not
showing?

SpeedBaller

04-14-2006 02:55 AM

What was the NW news that some people still got?
This looks decent, its no Next Wave. Shang Chi is probably there out of some kind of
favor.
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I see it being more street based then all of the New Avengers Savage Land and Alien
fighting stuff. (By alien I mean whatever it was that attacked Alpha Flight)

RedSquirrel

04-14-2006 03:13 AM

Black Pussycat
Quote:

Originally posted by Johnny Triangles
Based on how low cut the midsection of her outfit is, how is black cat's
vagina not showing?

I think that's supossed to be white spandex all the way down to her hoo-ha. Either
that or she is vaj-less.

OcCaM

04-14-2006 12:15 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by cyberv
Does anyone else notice that this image may very well spoil the ending to
Civil War?
CAPTAIN AMERICA IS A WANTED MAN.

Huh it does lead some credance to the rumour that Captain America and some other
disgruntled American heroes will be leaving America to protest the current political
clime and heading over to Canada to form, y'got it Alpha Flight!
If that's true, I'll take that over a new wacko (that's west coast avengers) book
anyday!

OcCaM

04-14-2006 12:39 PM

Hmmmm y'know it's a good thing I didn't post my initial reaction to this.
Anyway, suffice to say my 3 out of 3 criteria fails on this one. Lousy characters (well
1 or 2 I might enjoy but that's like 22% of the cast) and the artist and writers do
little for me.
I give this as long as the original Heroes for Hire series at best. (Probably 12 issues
max!)
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DaVeO

04-14-2006 01:48 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by OcCaM
Hmmmm y'know it's a good thing I didn't post my initial reaction to this.
Anyway, suffice to say my 3 out of 3 criteria fails on this one. Lousy
characters (well 1 or 2 I might enjoy but that's like 22% of the cast) and
the artist and writers do little for me.
I give this as long as the original Heroes for Hire series at best. (Probably
12 issues max!)

A character is only as good as the writer. Look at Villains United over at DC. Who
would have thought Catman and a Para-Demon could be so entertaining? But Gail
Simone pulled it off. Would it kill anyone to try one issue before turning your nose
up?

Wild Soul

04-14-2006 02:05 PM

I'll be reading this without a doubt. I'm a sucker for new teams made up of B-list
heroes (not to mention the odd D-lister!). It's always interesting to see what new
dynamics might develop between heroes that have never worked together before.
Gonna be good! :)

roblewmac

04-14-2006 04:52 PM

1. not a bad idea. Hey id like Luke here too but unlike Spider-man, Wolverine,
Spider-woman and Sentry I dont mind him in the Avengers (he's just the freelancer
who finally got a staff job.)
2. they better explain Shang-chi working for hire
3. other than that it's fine

John Cage

04-14-2006 06:06 PM

Re: Black Pussycat
Quote:

Originally posted by RedSquirrel
I think that's supossed to be white spandex all the way down to her hooha. Either that or she is vaj-less.
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I wasn't going to say anything because I figured it was pretty obvious, but the
middle of Black Cat's costume isn't open -- what looks like a split has got to just be
shine from her leather outfit, because, honestly, there's no way Marvel would let a
costume with so much skin slide.
Have a good day.
John Cage

Billy Tucci

04-14-2006 08:11 PM

Re: Re: Black Pussycat
Quote:

Originally posted by John Cage
I wasn't going to say anything because I figured it was pretty obvious, but
the middle of Black Cat's costume isn't open -- what looks like a split has
got to just be shine from her leather outfit, because, honestly, there's no
way Marvel would let a costume with so much skin slide.
Have a good day.
John Cage

That's true John,
Sorry for the screw up guys. I was doing all sorts of rendering and the area around
Cat's stomach muscles started to get messy so I left it smooth. Hopefully
Newsarama or JQ will post Mark's painting up next week and you can see how great
and silky he made her costume.
B

RedRonin

04-14-2006 10:19 PM

Re: Re: Re: Black Pussycat
Quote:

Originally posted by Billy Tucci
That's true John,
Sorry for the screw up guys. I was doing all sorts of rendering and the
area around Cat's stomach muscles started to get messy so I left it
smooth. Hopefully Newsarama or JQ will post Mark's painting up next
week and you can see how great and silky he made her costume.
B
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Thank you for clearing that up.
Damn good image either way though.

BlackCatGuy

04-14-2006 11:20 PM

Billy Tucci drawing the Black Cat? I'm in!!

rebelchelle

04-15-2006 02:48 PM

I can't wait for this one! It'll be on my pull list for sure!

Wrath

04-17-2006 07:19 PM

Quote:

Originally posted by kcekada
I think the current DOD series is decent -- though the interior art is
nowhere near as good as the promo art used on issue 1.

I believe this is his/her first comic series ever... From what I read in the articles
posted here and on other sites.
I am sure they gave him/her enough lead in time to get a good solid issue one in the
can, but you can see the book start to get a bit more rushed in issue 2. Issue 3 was
closer to the original quality, but the colorist and inks are looking more rushed imo
then the pencils. Which could mean a lot of things.
I will just say I am sure the deadlines and inexperience are what is causing this and I
am positive that we will see some greater art in the second half of the series.
I think once the Khari gets more comfortable it will only get better as the series
progresses.

All times are GMT -4. The time now is 06:16 PM.
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